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TURTLE GRAPHICS USED IN UM COURSE FOR FUTURE TEACHERS
MISSOULA--
Three University of Montana math professors are planning to show prospective 
grade school teachers how to use computers to teach geometry.
Under a National Science Foundation grant of almost $30,000, Dr. Shlomo 
Libeskind, Dr. Richard Billstein and Dr. Johnny Lott, all associate professors 
of mathematics, will start by purchasing three microcomputer sets, each consisting 
of a computer, software and television monitor.
They plan to prepare a course of computer activities for learning geometry.
If all goes well, the course will be offered to UM students next year.
According to the written project proposal, the future elementary teachers will 
learn the fundamentals of computer programming using a new language called LOGO, 
learn geometrical topics through Turtle Graphics and develop problem-solving skills.
Billstein said the "turtle” is simply a cursor, or dot of light, possessing 
position and directional heading. A student may manipulate the cursor to draw 
geometrical shapes, measure angles, examine symmetry and similarity and explore 
other geometrical topics.
Such learning is not only fun, Billstein says, but the learner is in control of 
his or her learning. When a mistake occurs, the learner must analyze how the error 
happened and what must be done to correct it. In computer terminology this process 
is called "debugging," and is part of what the student learns of computer programming.
The experimental computer course will be combined with the existing three- 
quarter mathematics series required of UM elementary education students.
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According to Billstein, the timing for the introduction of these computers is 
right, since many grade schools nationwide have microcomputers.
The programming language, LOGO, developed by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, is better than the currently used BASIC because children can learn 
the fundamentals of programming quickly and use LOGO to master other computer 
languages, Billstein said.
The strategies a child learns in using LOGO can be used to solve problems in 
other areas as well, he said.
Under the NSF grant the three professors will attempt to perfect the course in 
"turtle geometry" and write a report with an eye to eventually incorporating the 
computer course into the curricula of fourth through eighth grade students.
Libeskind is director of the project.
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